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This comment is to express our disagreement with the results claimed in the paper "Radial

Structure of High-Mode-Number Toroidal Modes in General Equilibrium Profiles" by J-Y.

Kim and M. Wakatani, Phys. Rev. Lett. 73, 2200 (1994) (K-W). This paper, however, does

touch a few important issues concerning the 2D structure (ballooning theory) of the modes

in an axisymmetric torus. We feel that the following remarks may help clarify these issues

and thereby put the K-W work in perspective:

(A) The representation adopted in this paper is not new; it was introduced by Dewar [1]:

V{r, 0) = / dOk exp[inq(9k - 9)}^D{9, 0k), (1)

where ifo [D is for Dewar] must satisfy the periodicity condition

<PD(0,0k) = <pD{9 + 2ir,6k + 2ir) (2)

in each one of the arguments. It was also shown by Dewar [2] that his representation is

entirely equivalent to the 2D transform introduced by Zhang and Mahajan (Z-M) [3]:

<p(r, 9) = e'ime Y, e~m <f dX dk exp[ik[n{q -qo)-f\- it\}<PzM(k, A), (3)

where the variable A lies between 0 and 2n. For (pzM{k, A), the original periodicity constraint

[ip(r,6) = tp(r, 9 + 2TT)] translates as ^ ( i , A) = fizuik, A + 2n). The two transforms are

related by

<PD(0, Ok) = E VziaiPk ~ 9, 2TTP - 9k) =» <pZM{{9k - 9, -9k). (4)

p

Thus, 9f. is essentially the variable A (of Z-M), which along with the ballooning variable k,

denote the two dimensions in the new representation.

(B) The principal error of K-W lies in believing and then 'demonstrating' by doing a

local analysis, that the mode could be localized at any A(^). They have seriously confused

local analysis with global analysis. For a local analysis to have a global meaning, it must

be done about some special points, the extrema, of the effective potential. Thus, given any

reasonable periodic function of 9k(X) as an effective potential, there will be only a countable

number of extrema (^ 's) , generally a few, where one could expect the mode localization in

9k(X) to occur. Localization cannot occur at any arbitrary 9k- In the rest of the paper, we

use the notationally simpler A.

The mode structure in ballooning theory is determined by the higher order theory, i.e.,

by examining the differential equation in A. Traditionally, one analyses a second order

differential equation in A, because the coefficient of the first order term (d/dX) may vanish
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at some radial locations (cf. Ref. [1,3,4]; this has also been called the solvability condition).

K-W, however, consider the case when the first order term is not zero, is dominant, and the

equation to be solved is the first order differential equation of the form [<pz\t —

PB(A) = 0, (5)

where g is the 2D eigenvalue, g(X) (the 'effective' potential) is the parameterized eigenvalue

determined by solving the leading order ballooning equation (for X(k, A)), and fyn(X+2nN) =

*n(A). Let us first make the standard approximation for g(X) = g0 + t/icos A [3,5] yielding

the solution \&n(A) = $(0) exp[—m(<7i/Li)sinA] for which the expansion parameter of the

ballooning theory rj = (l/n)d/dX = (gi/Li)cosX. Naturally \n\ < 1 for the asymptotic

theory to be valid.

Two distinct situations arise: 1) For real (or almost real) g\ of order unity we must require

(Li)"1 < 1 for consistency. This is satisfied for the Toroidal Alfven Wave problem for which

{L\)~l ~ e(<C 1), the inverse aspect ratio [5]. However, for the weakly dissipative drift

wave, Li cz 1, and the consistency condition cannot be satisfied. Thus, the oscillating mode

structure (with a constant amplitude in A) will not be pertinent for localized drift waves.

2) If gi is complex (the case emphasized by K-W), a new possibility arises [this situation

holds for a wide class of dissipative modes, including the moderately dissipative drift wave,

e.g. the i6e model]. Depending upon the sign of Im gif the mode can (and can only) be

localized at TT/2 (Im gx > 0) or at —7r/2 (Im gi < 0), implying a downward (upward)

poloidally ballooned structure. In the vicinity of these extrema of g, the mode structure

acquires a peaked envelope, exp[—n\ Im <?i|(A =f n/2)2/2Li], decaying rapidly as one moves

away A = ±TT/2. For this structure, the expansion parameter r\ ~ \g\\j JLin\ Im g\\ can be

easily less than unity for large n, if | Im gx\ is not too small. This global analysis clearly shows

that for this model of </(A) the localization can not occur at arbitrary A, it can occur only at

A = ± 7r/2. It also shows that the mode localization takes place for either sign of Im pi; only

the localization point changes. For a more general g(X) = go+gi cos A + g% cos 2A + • • • (with

complex gi) it is indeed possible to have several extrema of g, and mode localization could

occur about any one of those, but only about the extrema, and not about any arbitrary A.

Both of these statements: the spectrum is discrete, and that the localization exists for either

sign of Im g\ are in contradiction with the K-W claims. The claims of K-W are erroneous.

As a result the statement made by the authors in their concluding remarks ('The result of

this work....suggests that numerous previous works, estimated the stability of various high-

n toroidal modes based on the conventional mode picture, might be almost acceptable.')



is unwarranted.
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